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Abstract. The class TFNP was introduced a quarter of a century ago to capture problems in NP that have a witness for all inputs. A decade ago, this line of research culminated in the proof that the Nash equilibrium problem is complete for the subclass PPAD. Here we review some interesting developments since.

1 Introduction

Many apparently intractable problems in NP are total, that is, they are guaranteed to have a solution for all inputs. FACTORING (given a non-prime integer, find a prime factor) is perhaps the most accessible example of such a problem, and was the first to be identified, but by now many natural problems of this sort are known. (The hardness of FACTORING stands in contrast with primality testing, which is well known to be polynomial-time solvable \cite{1}.) This computational phenomenon is captured by the class TFNP (the initials stand for total functions in NP) \cite{19,20}.

How does one provide evidence of intractability for such a problem? Since problems in TFNP are unlikely to be NP-complete, and TFNP appears to have no complete problems (\cite{22}, Sect. 6 constructs an oracle relative to which there is no single TFNP problem to which all others reduce), focus quickly shifted to subclasses of TFNP with complete problems. To show that a problem is in TFNP, one must establish a theorem of the form \(\forall x \exists y \Phi(x, y)\) stating that in all situations \(x\) of some kind (for example, in every bimatrix game) corresponding to the problem’s input, a certain pattern \(y\) can be found (a solution, in this example a Nash equilibrium). If the proof of this theorem is constructive in a computationally meaningful sense, then the problem is in P. Hence, all intractable problems in TFNP must harbor an exponentially non-constructive step in their proof, presumably a combinatorial lemma guaranteeing the existence of a particular kind of element in an exponential structure. A productive classification of the problems in TFNP is in terms of the particular combinatorial lemma of the form \(\forall x \exists y \Phi(x, y)\) employed in their proof. The following subclasses of TFNP had been known since the early 1990s.

1. PPP, for polynomial pigeonhole principle, the combinatorial lemma stating that “for every function \(f : \{0,1\}^n \rightarrow \{0,1\}^n\) there must be either an \(x \in \{0,1\}^n\) such that \(f(x) = 0^n\), or \(x, y \in \{0,1\}^n\), \(x \neq y\) such that \(f(x) = f(y)\).”
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2. PPA, for polynomial parity argument: “In every finite graph containing an odd-degree node, a second such node must exist.”
3. PPAD, for polynomial parity argument for directed graphs: “In every finite directed graph containing an unbalanced (in-degree ≠ out-degree) node, a second such node must exist.” It is not hard to see that PPAD is a subset of PPA, and also of PPP.
4. PPADS. A variant of PPAD, based on a slightly stronger lemma stating that “a second oppositely unbalanced node must exist.” PPADS includes PPAD.
5. PLS, for polynomial local search: “Every dag has a sink.”

It is often quite nontrivial to capture these classes in terms of a concrete “basic complete problem,” but in all these cases it can be done [16, 21]; typically, the class is then defined as all search problems reducible to the basic complete problem. In the case of PPAD, the basic complete problem is called END OF THE LINE, seeking a second degree-one node in a directed graph where no node has in-degree or out-degree greater than one, and 0 has in-degree zero and out-degree one.

But are these classes different from P and one another? In [3] and elsewhere evidence was provided, through oracle constructions, that essentially all these classes are “compellingly different” from P and from each other, and that no easy inclusions seem to hold beyond the ones noted above.

Arguably, the whole TFNP research direction was motivated by one main quest, establishing that the NASH problem mentioned above is intractable; this was resolved in 2006 [7, 8], by showing that NASH is PPAD-complete.

2 Recent Developments

Rogue Problems. The FACTORING problem does not immediately belong to any of these classes, as its totality seems to draw from the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic: “any non-prime has a prime divisor that is smaller”. What is the relation between this important total problem and the subclasses of TFNP already defined? Recently, Emil Jeřábek [15] employed elementary algebraic number theory to show that FACTORING belongs to both PPAD and PPP through randomized reductions. Combinatorial Nullstellensatz, another “rogue” problem, was recently shown to be in PPA [24]. There are further rogue problems still defying classification within TFNP. Two examples are RAMSEY: “Given a Boolean circuit encoding the edges of a graph with 4n nodes, find n nodes that are either a clique or an independent set” and BERTRAND-CHEBYSHEV: “Given n, produce a prime between n and 2n”, both embodying important and classical eponymous existence theorems in combinatorics and number theory, respectively.

The Class CLS. There had been a number of interesting total problems which have, frustratingly, defied polynomial-time algorithms for too long, and which were known to be inside both PPAD and PLS. Examples: finding an approximate fixpoint of a contraction map; finding the max-min of a simple stochastic game; finding a solution of a linear complementarity problem with a P-matrix; finding
a Nash equilibrium in a network coordination, or congestion, game; or finding a stationary point of a multivariate polynomial. A new class called CLS (for “continuous local search”) lying within (and probably well within) the intersection of the two classes PLS and PPAD was defined in [9]; there are no known non-generic complete problems for this class (roughly, generic problems are ones whose instances contain generic boolean circuits). Very recently, a new problem was added to this collection, a version of the END OF THE LINE problem in which there is only one line starting at zero (no floating cycles or paths) and the nodes of the line are numbered 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , while the remaining nodes are numbered ∞. This new problem, END OF THE METERED LINE, renders existing black-box complexity lower bounds for PPAD and PLS [25], as well as cryptographic lower bounds (see next), applicable to CLS as well.

Cryptographic Assumptions. There are obvious connections between TFNP classes and Cryptography, as cryptosystems can be based on intractable TFNP problems such as FACTORING. In the other direction, if there are hashing functions that are secure with respect to collisions, then PPP is clearly not P. Recently, sophisticated arguments were articulated establishing hardness for other subclasses of TFNP, based on other standard (if not universally accepted) cryptographic assumptions. In [5, 11] it is shown that, if indistinguishability obfuscation of software is possible, then PPAD (and therefore NASH) is intractable. Such results can be extended to CLS, as noted above. Furthermore, it was recently established in [14] that, under the assumption that NP has a problem that is hard on the average for some distribution (an assumption that has many consequences of interest to cryptography but is not per se cryptographic), then PPAD also has such a problem. A new paper [17] shows that hardness of RAMSEY follows from the existence of collision-resistant hash functions.

Approximate Nash. The major concrete problem in complexity left open by the establishment of the PPAD-completeness of NASH had been whether there is a PTAS for approximate Nash equilibria, or whether there is a finite ε such that finding an ε-approximate Nash equilibrium is PPAD-complete. This was recently resolved by Rubinstein [23] in favor of the latter eventuality through a brilliant PCP construction for PPAD.

Finitary Lemmata. One of the curiosities of the class TFNP and its subclasses is the surprising poverty (or, depending on your point of view, parsimony) of proof techniques needed to establish totality of functions in NP: in a quarter of a century, no new classes, no new combinatorial lemmata, have been added to the original five (we are not counting CLS, which lies within the intersection of all five classes). A look at the list of the five “combinatorial lemmata” reveals that they share an intriguing property: They are all finitary, that is, they fail to hold if the underlying structure is infinite. It has been recently pointed out in [12], by using a classical theorem from Logic [13], that this is necessary: Any combinatorial lemma that is not finitary must yield a subclass of TFNP that is necessarily a subset of P — an observation that may help focus the pursuit of a sixth combinatorial lemma.
Provable TFNP and Wrong Proof

The fragmented nature of TFNP has been quite productive over the years, but it is also intriguing, and a little disturbing. Is there a way to unify all these genres of totality? Are there problems, perhaps complete for a master class, that generalize all total problems known to be complete for the subclasses?\footnote{Notice immediately that there is a trivial way of combining any finite number of classes with complete problems via some kind of “direct product” construction to obtain one all-encompassing class and complete problem. The challenge is to do this in a way that does not explicitly refer to the parts.} Can we think of the phenomenon of total problems as a whole?

We have recently proposed such a unified theory [12]. The idea is to define a new class that we call provable TFNP, or PTFNP, which includes all total problems whose totality is proven within some minimalistic logical framework. The logical framework should be strong enough to supply proofs of the five lemmata, and versatile enough for the other important mission, namely identifying a complete problem for the whole class.

In [12] this was achieved through the framework of a first-order propositional logic. The language has a polynomial (in the underlying complexity parameter $n$) collection of Boolean variables of the form $x_i$, as well as the Boolean constants 0–1, connectives such as $\lor, \rightarrow$ and quantifiers $\forall, \exists$, all with the standard meaning. Importantly, the framework also allows an exponential collection of $n$-ary Boolean function symbols, represented as $f_i(x_1, \ldots, x_n)$, where “$f$” is a symbol of the language and the index $i$ is expressed in binary (it is at present an open question whether these function symbols are necessary). The framework also includes a rather standard axiom system, encompassing a complete semantic understanding of the roles of connectives, functions, and quantifiers (see [12] for details).

Once we have all that, and having fixed the complexity parameter $n$, we can now have succinctly represented proofs (a concept studied earlier in [18]) in our system; these proofs play an important role in providing us with a complete problem (and from that, as it is common with total functions, a definition of the class PTFNP). In particular, consider a Boolean circuit $C$, with $n$ input gates and of size polynomial in $n$, which maps an input $j$ (a binary integer with $n$ bits) to $C(j)$ where $C(j)$ can be of one of two forms:

Either $C(j)$ is a sentence that holds due to an axiom (and this can be checked easily), or it is of the form $(F(j), k, \ell)$, where $F(j)$ is (the Boolean encoding of) a logical formula in the language, and $k, \ell$ are integers smaller than $j$, such that $F(j)$ follows from $F(k)$ and $F(\ell)$ due to an inference rule.

Call the above condition “correctness of $C$ at $j$.” Note that a circuit $C$ satisfying the correctness condition at all $j = 0, \ldots, 2^n - 1$ encodes a proof of length $2^n$ in our system.

But suppose now that we are given such a circuit $C$ standing for a purported proof in our language (it will be an actual proof if it is correct at all $j$), and we
notice that the last line \( C(2^n - 1) \) is of the form \((F(2^n - 1), k, \ell)\) with \( F(2^n - 1) = \text{False} \). Since our logical system is consistent, it must be the case that there is a \( j < 2^n \) such that \( C \) is not correct at \( j \). The point is that finding this \( j \) may be nontrivial!

This is the total problem which we call \textsc{Wrong Proof}: Given \( n \) and a Boolean circuit \( C \) polynomial in \( n \) such that \( F(2^n - 1) = \text{False} \), find a \( j \) such that \( C \) is not correct at \( j \). Finally, we define \textsc{PTFNP} (for \textit{provable TFNP}) as the class of all search problems in \textit{NP} that reduce to \textsc{Wrong Proof}.

The main theorem in [12] is the following:

\textbf{Theorem 1.} \textsc{PTFNP} contains the five classes.

We note that, in related work, Arnold Beckmann and Sam Buss prove in a recent paper [4] certain results that appear to be closely related to Theorem 1. They define two problems similar to \textsc{Wrong Proof}, one corresponding to Frege systems, and another to extended Frege, and show these complete for two classes of total function problems in \textit{NP} whose totality is provable within the bounded arithmetic [6] systems \( U^1_2 \) and \( V^1_2 \), respectively. Theorem 1 differs from [4] in that we reduce TFNP problems to a propositional proof system capable of encoding concisely instances of these problems, without resorting to bounded arithmetic.

3 Open Problems

There are many proof systems, some of them more powerful than others. It is possible that the one we propose in [12] can be simplified, while continuing to generalise PPP and the related complexity classes. So, one direction of future research is to look for minimal proof systems that continue to have this capability. One can also look in the opposite direction, and study more powerful proof systems, which may allow us to construct a hierarchy of increasingly general TFNP problems.

Some more concrete open problems include the following:

- \textit{Is factoring in PPAD?} is a consequential and tempting conjecture, as the problem is in both PPP and PPA, the two important classes containing PPAD. Note that inclusion in PPAD would probably be through randomized reductions, as such are the reductions of [15] to PPP and PPA.

- \textit{How about the remaining “rogue problems” BERTRAND-CHEBYSHEV and RAMSEY, discussed in the introduction?} We conjecture that they are both in PPP.

- Are there natural complete problems for PPA? Even though several discrete fixpoint-type problems are by now known to be PPA-complete, they all contain in their input the description of a computational device such as a circuit or a Turing machine; see [10] for an intriguing possibility.

- \textit{How about PPP?} It is shown in [2] that several natural problems in PPP such as \textsc{Equal Sums} (given \( n \) integers, find two subsets with the same sum modulo \( 2^n - 1 \)) and \textsc{Dirichlet} (Given \( n \) rational numbers and integer \( n \) find \( \frac{1}{Nq} \))
approximations for some denominator \( q \) can be reduced to MINKOWSKI (given an matrix \( A \) with determinant less than one, find a nontrivial combination of its rows within the unit square) and thus the latter becomes an interesting target in which to encode all of PPP.

− How robust is PPP? The class PPP can be parametrised as \( \text{PPP}_K(n) \), for any function \( K \): given \( f : \{0,1\}^n \rightarrow \{0,1\}^n \) identify either a collision \( x \neq y \) with \( f(x) = f(y) \), or a \( x \in \{0,1\}^n \) such that \( f(x) \leq K(n) \), where \( \leq \) is meant in the standard binary notation. Obviously, \( \text{PPP}_0 \) is the standard PPP, and it is easy to see that \( \text{PPP}_{p(n)} = \text{PPP} \) and \( \text{PPP}_{2^n-p(n)} = \text{P} \) for all polynomials \( p(n) \). But what happens for faster growing \( K(n) \), for example if \( K(n) = 2^{n-1} \) (the case known as “weak pigeonhole principle”)? Are there oracle separation results?

− Prove that one of the problems known to be in CLS is CLS-complete. Alternatively, show that CLS is in P.
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